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Winnipeggers join international appeal for peace

Software fee
hard on wallet
Province approves $25 fee
By Jeanne Fronda

ed River College students might need to
inch some pennies, because the government has approved a $25
computer software fee
that could be implemented next year.
RRC's chief technology
officer, Mark Bishop says
that the fee will cover some
Microsoft software programs
for desktop and laptop computers. The fee will also
cover any upgrades to the
operating system. "I'm not
happy with the increasing
costs of software," he says.
RRC Students'Association
president David Lyman is
also unhappy with the fee.
"I do not
like the fact
that the col"
lege is possibly charging
another fee,"
says Lyman.
"I and many
others feel
that this is
just a way to
get around a
tuition
freeze. I'm
going to
fight this fee
and any
other fee.
I'm going to
make everyone aware of it."
"It's stupid," says Nursing
student Anna Lee Ong. "We
should protest."
"That would suck," agrees
Nursing student Christal
Nicholson. "There are
enough fees already. We
don't need any more fees.
Our tuition is enough."
Bishop says the reason the
fee is being implemented
now, even though RRC has
used several software pro-

Rp

Vive le revolution encore: Winnipeggers exercise democratic rights downtown.

More trees, less Bush: protesters
By Lindsey Wiebe

C

lad in mittens,
tuques, and gas
masks, thousands
of Winnipeggers marched
to the Legislature on Feb.
15 to protest military
action in Iraq. Protesters
waved billboards with slogans like "Who's Your
Daddy?", "USA War
Mongers," and "Give
Peace a Chance: Shave
Your Bush." The message
was clear: for these
Canadians, war is not an
option.
The Green Party, the
Communist Party of Canada,
Jews for a Just Peace, and the
Canadian Federation of
Students' Manitoba branch
were just some of the organizations that participated in
the march.

Tom Johnson marched for
the Pink Panthers of Kanada,
a gay lesbian bisexual transgender human rights organization.
"Who has the greatest
stockpile of nuclear
weapons? America. It's
unfair," said Johnson. "We
have to work with the UN."
The march began at 1 p.m.
at City Hall with messages
from participating organizations, including a brief
speech by city councillor
Jenny Gerbasi, who came
with fellow councillors Dan
Vandal and Harvey Smith.
"We're concerned for the
stability of the world," said
Gerbasi. "We've gathered to
say `no' to war. There has to
be a better way."
Moving along Main Street
and down Portage Avenue,
the protesters rallied at the

grams for years, is because
Microsoft has changed their
licence structure.
"The fee has been
approved, but it is not being
levied on the students," says
RRC's dean of student services Pat Bozyk. "The
approval to levy the fee was
requested for the current
budget year of 2002-2003.
The fee was intended to
cover the increased licensing cost of software, but the
students would have
received a copy of the software tool."
Bishop says that students
may get CD-ROMs for the
software depending on the
licence agreement RRC
negotiates with Microsoft.
Because
the
approval
came midway
through
the year,
the college decided not to
charge
students
the fee
this past
fall
because it
would
mean the
college
would
have had to issue students a
revised statement of fees,
says Bozyk.
When asked when the fee
would be implemented
Bozyk says, "It all depends
on the overall sort of revenue situation of the college. It all depends on what
the licensing fee will be
next year. It may happen.
It's not definite at this
point."

That would

suck. There are

Legislature with a musical
performance by the Wailin'
Jennys and a reading by poet
Derek Dawda. Event organizer Darrell Rankin estimated
the turnout was somewhere
between 8,000 and 10,000
people.
The rally concluded with a
few final speeches. As the
temperature dropped, tempers flared among protesters.
"We're suffering this
momentary discomfort in
order that thousands of people won't get blown to
smithereens when the U.S.
begins their dirty work," said
activist Carl Ridd.
"If this war is supposed to
be about democracy, why
can't we have a vote in the
House of Commons?" said
Winnipeg MP Bill Blaikie.
"Canadians don't want to be

continued on page S

enough fees

already. Our
tuition is

eno ugh."
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Mr. Holland's faux pas Airing College
Students question instructor standards
Council Briefs
By Vanessa Trudeau

A

ll felt well as the
first year Business
Administration
students were being
herded into the south
gym for their midterm,
but now the atmosphere is tense. After
comparing notes
between different classes, many students are
distressed about the
quality of their instructors.
"Teachers put no effort
into class, they're never
prepared and they're
lazy," were the words of
one frustrated Business
Administration student
who was wondering
whether instructors are
required to work together
to instruct the same curriculum to all the different classes.
"There are no set guidelines for instructors,
beyond the course outline, which instructors are
expected to follow," says
Lynda Gray, the Business
Administration first year
program co-ordinator.
Pat Bozyk, dean of student services, says that
she also does not know
what the minimum
requirements of instructors are, but recognizes
the lack of direction for
students.
Currently Bozyk is
working with Schubert
Beaubrun, vice-president
of student affairs, to create a pamphlet outlining
student obligations. You
can watch for its implementation in July this
year.
graham Thomson, com-

missioner of Business
Administration and chair
of management and marketing, says that instructors are hired to teach, to
do so in a positive manner, and to be available
for studtints during scheduled office hours.
He admits that students
have a tendency to take
advantage of work periods, but does not condone
instructor absence.
Thomson says that
RRC's instructors are
required to have a university degree and minimum
three years of businessrelated experience.

"There are no
set guidelines
for instructors, beyond
the course
outline."
Teaching experience is
desired, but not mandatory. Instructors must complete a certificate of adult
education within six years
of being hired.
In the event that there
is a discrepancy between
students and instructors,
Thomson says that he
readily confronts the
instigator. The problem,
he says, lies in the communication between the

students, teachers, and
management.
One attempt to bridge
the gap in communications has been the execution of the on-line
instructor surveys.
Unfortunately, the pilot
run for the on-line surveys yielded a futile two
per cent return.
The second undertaking
was bogged down with
technical complications.
Third try the charm? Only
if we, the students, contribute.
All students have to do
is log on to Me@RRC, and
look for the college surveys link. There are 35
multiple choice and four
long answer questions.
The unique aspect of the
online surveys is that students can remain completely anonymous.
Schubert Beaubrun also
made a few suggestions,
noting that students have
to be responsible for
themselves. "Get together
with friends in other sections, to compare notes
from different teachers.
Use work periods to your
advantage."
Beaubrun also mentioned that there are eight
free hours of tutoring
allocated to each student
per term for one-on-one
assistance. Information on
free tutoring and a list of
free workshops for students is available from
Ron Hamerling in room
D104.
If students desire, they
can sit in on other
instructor's classes. Just
check with the instructor
beforehand to be sure
there is room.

From February 11 meeting
Cheatin', writin', and
`rithmetic

Dean of student services Pat
Bozyk presented a new draft
policy on academic integrity to
College Council at the Feb. 11
meeting. The draft policy identifies five types of academic
dishonesty: plagiarism, cheating, fabrication, collusion, and
academic misconduct. It also
distinguished between "minor
offences" and "major
offences." Minor offences
would see the student receive a
warning, with the possibility of
being required to complete a
make-up assignment; major
offences would see the student
receive a grade of F or zero per
cent on the assignment, along
with a written warning, for a
first offence. A second offence
would see the student receive
the F grade, along with a sixmonth suspension.
Can you tell me how to
get...

Ian Scott of RRC Recruitment
reported on the Wayfinding
System Proposal, a plan that
would see the college's Notre
Dame campus become easier to
navigate. Scott noted that the
campus can often be confusing
to new students because of the
nondescript naming of buildings. The Wayfinding System
Proposal would see buildings
given more descriptive names;
for example, A building may
become "Aggasiz building."
The proposal would also see
major hallways on the campus
named, and signage, similar to
street signs, posted around the
campus for ease of navigation.

ahead, says SA president David
Lyman. Lyman reported that a
meeting has been set for the
end of the month to move forward with the next step of the
process, which will involve
soliciting a contractor. Lyman
suggested that renovations on
The Ox might start as early as
this spring.
Where there's smoke, there's
students
RRC's smoking policy may
be due for a review, says director of environmental health
and safety Daryl Nielsen.
Smoking has been banned in
college buildings since 1994.
However, concerns still exist
about smokers congregating at
main entrances to buildings,
and holding doors open for
warmth, allowing heat to
escape and smoke to enter the
buildings. "Every time you
concentrate smoking to an
area, it causes new problems,"
says Nielsen. He adds that student input is being sought on
the matter. "What has been
proposed at the administrative
level is that we go the focus
groups."
Psst... wanna buy a laptop?
College Council member
Mark Walc reported that computers from the college's laptop
programs might be made available for sale to college staff and
students. Students in laptop
programs, who pay a lease fee
for the computers, have the
option to purchase them at the
end of their program. Walc
suggested that any computers
not bought-out might be made
available for sale to the campus
at large, at an expected price of
around $525.

...how to get to Student Street?
The Students' Association's
plans for Student Street,
reported in the Jan. 27 issue
of The Projector, are moving

THE

College Council's next meeting
will be held Tuesday, March 18.
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Students mourn
loss of
classmate
Students in Red River
College's Graphic Design program are in shock after the
sudden death of a one of
their classmates.
Amanda Coyne, a 19-yearold first-year Graphic Design
student, died in her sleep on
Feb 16. The cause of death
was not known at press time.
"She was a lovely person,"
says Tracy Seida, an instructor with the Graphic Design
program. "She had a lot of
close friends in the program."
"We have a lot of upset
Graphic Design students,"
instructor Bruce Gillespie
told a class of concerned students. "She had a lot of
friends in the program, and a
lot of fans."
The Projector extends sympathies to Amanda's family
and classmates.

Minister of Foreign Affairs comes under fire
By Mauricio
Martinez and Sean
Kavanagh

I

raq dominated the
agenda during Foreign
Affairs Minister Bill
Graham's visit to the
University of Winnipeg on
Feb. 7. While trying to
stick to the program and
steer the discussion to cultivating new economic
partnerships with emerging powers like China and
Mexico, Graham was
forced to deal directly with
participants' concerns

regarding Canada's possible involvement in a war
with Iraq.
"How can we contemplate
another war with an already
weakened Iraq?" asked a
member of Peace Alliance
Winnipeg, referring to the
first Gulf War and the sanctions that have crippled the
country's economy. He went
on to accuse the United
States of manufacturing the
war for the sake of oil
reserves.
"Without UN engagement
the U.S. is putting itself at
risk," Graham said. "We will

support a UN sanctioned use
of force against Iraq."
Graham was repeatedly
challenged on his government's lack of leadership on
the issue. Graham said, "I
don't believe that there is any
ambiguity in our policy. Use
of force has to be the last
resort, [but] Iraq must comply
with UN weapons inspectors,
as set out in Resolution
1441."
Graham's visit was part of
the Dialogue on Foreign
Policy, a program set up by
the Department of Foreign
Affairs and International

New Princess VP to be appointed
By Sheena Stemler

S

tudents at the
Princess Street campus will soon have
their own Students'
Association vice-president,
but it won't be a democratically elected one. SA president David Lyman says that
uncertainty over which
courses are moving to the
new campus along with a
general lack of interest in
student elections require
the SA to hire a new VP
without a student vote.
"Whoever becomes the new
vice-president, it is imperative
that their program is at
Princess Street," says Lyman,
adding that if a student was
elected and then it was decided that his or her program
would stay at Notre Dame,
there would be unnecessary
problems. This is one reason
for opting out of the election
process this year.
The other reason for hiring
a VP has to do with the students themselves. Current
vice-president of student
affairs Schubert Beaubrun says
that recruiting interested students to run in elections is difficult, especially with so much
uncertainty.
"It is hard to find students
who will put in the time and
effort with no guarantees,"
says Lyman. He also said that

students in Computer
Analyst/Programmer and
Information Systems
Technology students, two of
the programs potentially moving to Princess Street in the
fall, don't typically run in SA
elections.
The biggest concern for the
SA is that students will feel
like they're under too much
stress to run in an election.
"The class reps don't know if
there's anyone at Princess
Street ready to take on the
responsibility," says Beaubrun.
The SA is concerned that if a
VP is elected, and then at
some point decides to quit,
Princess Street would be left
without a representative.
Going through a hiring
process instead of an election
would avoid this problem, at
least while Princess Street is in
a transitional stage.
The SA plans to put, out the
call for applications on April
1, the same day that nominations start for the annual SA
elections. A panel made up of
SA executives, including
Lyman and Beaubrun, will
participate in the hiring
process. A final decision
about the new VP of Princess
Street will be made by the end
of May.
"Because there's so many
uncertainties, this is probably
the best way to do it for the
first couple of years," says

Lyman.
In three years, once the bugs
at the Princess Street campus
are sorted out, the SA hopes to
have an election for VP.
Despite the problems,
Lyman and Beaubrun are confident that students will apply
for the position and will be
enthusiastic about the process.
Beaubrun says the new VP
would do pretty much the
same job that he does now,
including meeting with students about their concerns,
addressing and advocating
those concerns, and being
responsible for the general
well-being of students. Because
of concerns about student
workload, the position would
only be part-time, about twenty hours per week.
Beaubrun would also like to
remind students of the advantages and added perks associated with the job. "It is a paid
position of course," he says.
"The student's basic tuition is
covered."
The need for a new VP arose
from the fact that the population of Princess Street will
quadruple by September, from
approximately 250 students to
over 1,000. Students who currently occupy the campus are
from the Creative Arts department, which includes Creative
Communications, Digital
MultiMedia Technology, and
Graphic Design.

Trade (DFAIT) to engage
Canadians in discussions
about Canada's place in the
world, according to a booklet
released in January. The stop
in Winnipeg was part of a
two month tour of the country that ends in Ottawa in
late March.
The program consists of the
tour, and an online discussion. It is meant to discuss
Canada's new foreign policy
perspective, which focuses on
the new security environment
after Sept. 11, with an
emphasis on multilateralism
and interdependence between
nations.
Throughout the discussion,
Graham would listen to three
or four questions from the
audience and then attempt to
respond to them. Members of
the audience made catcalls
and pointed comments.

After the event concluded,
the minister was available to
talk to participants but was
reluctant to discuss Iraq further.
This did not impress Patrick
Stewart who attended the
meeting. "There must be a lot
of things we can do between
nothing and bombing.
Canada could show some
leadership in finding some of
those alternatives."
Sources within the DFAIT
later acknowledged the preoccupation with Iraq has definitely dominated Canada's
attention. They also referred
to the students participating
in the forum as necessary and
essential participants in the
process. They encouraged further involvement through the
Web site and an upcoming
youth forum in Ottawa in
March.

The Obsessive Compulsive
Information and Support Centre, Inc.
would like to welcome you out to our support groups held
every second & fourth Tuesday of each month
located at 825 Sherbrook Street
from 7:00 — 9:00 pm
For further information contact Sandra at 942-3331.

thrift Is j-rip
Shop
The Salvation Army Thrift Stores
Where Shopping and Savings
Go Hand in Hand
For- Students who Deserve More...
Visit one of our seven
locations today!!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1600 Regent Ave. West
1030 Empress St
1015 McPhillips
97 Sherbrook
145 Gonlet Street
200 Meadowood
3412 Roblin Blvd
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STUDENTS ARE OUR BUSINESS

RED RIVER COLLEGE

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

good Luck on Exam s ,

RRCSA DM20-2055 NOTRE DAME, WINNIPEG, MB R3H 0J9 PH: (204) 632-2375, FAX: (204) 632-7896 WEB:

www.rrcsa.com

Elections 2003

Nominations begin March 5
for the Students' Association
Executive Positions
PRESIDENT VP, STUD EN

AFFAIRS VP, FINANCE

For Nomination Forms,
visit DM20 between 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM
Monday to Friday.
***Nominations close on Thursday, March 27, 2003 at 4PM.***
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Peaceniks take it to the streets
Continued from page 1

a part of this, no matter
what George Bush is telling
you."
An Iraqi mother also
spoke for peace. "I plead for
the people of Canada to
stop this dirty war against
our people. We don't want
to be destroyed," she said.
The anti-war march was
part of a worldwide protest
movement spanning 75
countries. In Europe, millions gathered in London,
Rome, Berlin and Paris to
protest a U.S.-led war on
Iraq. Protests also took place
throughout the United
States and Canada.
Rankin said that he is
pleased with the movement
as a whole. "I think it rattled Washington and
London, which are the two
main administrations that
really want this war," he
said.
However, the international appeal for peace may not
be enough to persuade Bush
to halt the war on Iraq, or
even allow UN inspectors
more time within the country.
A recent CBC report quoted U.S. National Security
Adviser Condoleezza Rice as
saying that putting off war
was not an option. Rice
spoke Sunday morning on
NBC's Meet the Press.
But for Winnipeggers like
Jason Smyth, a member of
the World People's
Resistance Movement, there
is still hope for a peaceful
resolution.
"We've definitely got to
oppose this war," said
Smyth. "Afghanistan was
phase one, and Iraq is phase
two. We have to stop them
before they go any further."

Below: Protesters for peace march down Portage Avenue.
Right: Hippie makes astute observation.

Dear Maintenance: Our toilet is broken.
Please help. While you're at it, write for The
Projector.
rrcprojector@hotmail.com
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NEED A JOB?
DON'T KNOW WHERE TO START?
Try some place else.
Europe.
STUDENT & YOUTH SEAT SALES
•

Log on to WorkopolisCampus.com, Red River's
Employment Web Site to locate jobs specifically
targeting students!

Departures in April

• Stay up to 6 months
Fly into one city and home from another
• Must book and pay in full by
Friday Feb. 28, 2003
• Fares may be lower if you are only staying
•

for a month-check with us!
• The ONLYway to get to Europe this Spring
is with Travel CUTS

London/Manchester/Glasgow $728
Paris
$898
Frankfurt/Munich
$928
Rome/Milan
$998

499 Portage Avenue 783-5353
Fares shown are for full time students with a valid
ISIC card or Youth under 26 with a valid Go25 ord.
Prices shown are based on midweek travel and do not
include taxes and surcharges. Subject to aseilability.

For additional information e-mail Jillian Peters at
jpeters20@mbox.rrc.mb.ca

Or Visit RRC Career and Employment Services in
D104
WorkopolisCampus.com Access Code:RrCcMb97
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RRC students apathetic about freeze
By Mauricio Martinez

S

tudents just don't
seem to care enough
about protesting
tuition fees, says SA president David Lyman.
"We haven't really participated," says Lyman of a recent
student protest over the issue
of a tuition freeze reported in
the Feb. 10 issue of The
Projector. "Students have
never felt the need to be
active in that way. They've
never come to me about it.
Students just haven't taken
the initiative."
Tuition fees for post-secondary education in Manitoba
were both reduced 10 per cent
and frozen when the NDP
became the provincial govern-

ment in 1999, saving students
an average of $300 annually.
The freeze has been in place
until this year, but it has an
uncertain future.
In the Dec. 24 edition of the
Winnipeg Free Press, Minister
of Advanced Education Diane
McGifford was quoted as saying, "The premier has said
[the freeze] can't last forever."
She would not comment to
The Projector on the status of
the freeze this year, but did
say that the provincial government has a commitment to
accessibility, setting up a $16
million bursary program last
year.
But Lyman says that RRC's
board of governors has set its
budget in anticipation of the

freeze, which is a good indication that students can expect
tuition fees to stay frozen.
"The board of governors has
the ear of the government, so
when they do something like
that, I tend to believe in what
they're doing," he says.
According to Margaret
Carlyle, national executive
representative from Manitoba
for the Canadian Federation of
Students, it's not enough to
just fight to maintain the
freeze, but students need concrete political change to the
entire system of post-secondary education. That includes
pressuring the federal government to restore $7 billion in
lost education funding.
"People organizing have a

real responsibility to tap into
the general student population and really talk to students
on the ground," Carlyle says.
"That's the key to a successful
day of action and getting the
numbers out."
The main reason RRC students don't participate in the
protest as much as those from
the University of Winnipeg or
Brandon University, Carlyle
says, is that RRC is organized
differently. RRC is a member
of the national lobby group
Canadian Alliance of Student
Organizations (CASA), and not
CFS.
Liam Arbuckle, national
director of CASA, confirmed
that although the lobby group
is concerned about tuition,

they are an exclusively federal
lobby group, and tuition is
under provincial jurisdiction.
CASA, rather, deals with
tuition indirectly, as they
lobby for more funding for
post-secondary institutions.
Lyman maintains he is personally passionate about the
issue of tuition fees, and
encouraged students to get
involved by helping to organize a postcard campaign last
year. But the main reason that
the SA doesn't do more work
on the subject of tuition fees,
he says, is student apathy.
"I know that even at meetings of the Student Advisory
Board, whenever I bring up
the issue, they all just roll
their eyes." -

Mr. Martinez goes to Ottawa
By Mauricio Martinez

I

went to Ottawa from
Jan. 26 to Feb. 2 as
part of International
Notebook 2003, a media
outreach program sponsored by the Department of
Foreign Affairs and
International Trade
(DFAIT). I spent the week
at the Pearson Building where they keep his Nobel
prize - hearing about 20
different briefings on a
bunch of issues like foreign
policy, the International
Criminal Court, and the
Kyoto Protocol.
The whole point of the program was to get 15 journalism
students from across Canada
acquainted with DFAIT, how it
worked, and how to get information out of it. Most of the
time was spent getting briefed
by directors or directors-general: the people in the government who deal with things
like Iraq and the FTAA.
We learned that journalists
can request background briefings from the government any
time they want, but they can't
quote these people. It's all
"not for attribution," or "off
the record." Their term is
"chattemhouse rules".
According to Ian Jack from
the National Post, who came
to speak to us during one
lunch hour, "90 per cent of
[foreign affairs journalism] is
off the record," and Ottawa is
the kind of place where "you
use people, and sometimes
you get used."
On Wednesday, I spent the
afternoon at Rideau Hall, the
residence of Governor General
Adrienne Clarkson. I met
Stewart Wheeler, the G.G.'s
press secretary, who looks like
he just stepped out of The
West Wing (which, by the
way, they all watch out in
Ottawa). We had breakfast
with journalists from "The
Hill" on Friday, which was followed by question period and
the "scrums" where journalists
gang up on elected representatives on Parliament Hill.
The government is good at
looking professional, and
looking like they're the best
thing ever. In fact, the only
government official who really pissed me off that week
(except for those who were
just plain boring) was the one

Our intrepid reporter before his journey...

in charge of international
security. I knew that everything she was saying was completely hypocritical; she kept
on talking about how Canada
is curbing the trade in small
arms, yet they still sell guns to
brutal assholes like Prince
Faisal of Saudi Arabia.
The group of us journalism
students stood at 15: one from
Halifax, three from Montreal,
three from Ontario, three
from the Prairies, and three
from B.C.
Sonia (a Serbian born in
Kuwait) was the funniest.
Wheeler was showing us the
ballroom at Rideau Hall,
where Orders of Canada are
pinned and Cabinet is sworn
in. He said that the chandelier
was a gift from the British
government for Canada's participation in the First World
War.
"It was sure worth all those
people," Sonia said.
From the three Quebecois, I
learned that Quebecois drink
more, smoke more, and have
more sex than the rest of
Canada. I don't know for sure,
but they kept on saying it to
me.
The craziest one there was

David from Calgary. Every
day, someone from the government would bug him
about being from Alberta.
Whenever he'd say something
like, "Isn't the Kyoto protocol
just a way to redistribute
wealth to the third world
from the first?" or that the
G.G.'s office is elitist, they'd
look at his name card and say,
"Oh, well, you're from
Alberta."
Then there was George,
from Carleton, who kept asking about Iraq. He was originally from India but spent 15
years in Qatar editing one of
that country's largest newspapers. He was going to work at
Al-Jazeera, but came to
Canada instead.
I saw this guy elegantly
sprint all the way across the
•fairly large lobby of the
Pearson Building, just to shake
some guy's hand and give him
a business card.
"George," I said, as he was
_walking back to me.,"you're a
man of experience."
Oh yeah, journalism is all
about kissing ass. Sorry I didn't mention it before.
What I learned the most
from my trip to Ottawa was

...and after a few nights in Hull.

that, on the federal level, journalism is just plain weird.
People get so wrapped up in
the drama of it all (a la West
Wing) they forget that they're
just normal people.
Maybe I'm wrong. All I
know is that during our
farewell dinner our host broke

into Julie Andrews. I said, "If
there's one song that sums up
the whole week, it'd be "A
spoonful of sugar helps the
medicine go down, medicine
go down, medicine go down."
She cracked up.

T Four
Tax Service You're Not Just Another Social Insurance Number!
On Campus Feb. 5th - April 30 th
Professional • Confidential
• E-File On-Line • Super Quick Refunds

$25.00 Special
Student & Staff Rate

See us by the Library
Monday - Friday 9AM - 4PM

T-Four Tax Service
Ph. 663-8847
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$10,000
Recruitment Bonus
If you have a post-secondary diploma in one of the 14 professional trades
listed below, you may be eligible for a recruitment allowance of $10,000,
or $20,000 if you already have experience. Graduates also receive higher
seniority than untrained recruits and better pay.

It pays to work with the Canadian Forces.
• Electronic Engineering Technician/Technologist

• Industrial Mechanic (Millwright)

• Electronic Communication Technician

• Power Lineman

• Electronic Service Technician

• Marine Engine Mechanic

• Computer Engineering Technician

• Plumbing and Heating Technician

• Computer Science

• Dental Clinical Assistant

• Computer Networking and Technical Support

• Security and Law Enforcement

• Vehicle Technician
• Electrician

For more information, call us, visit our Web site or
come to one of our recruiting centres.

Strong. Proud. Today's Canadian Forces.

www.forces.gc.ca 1 800 856-8488
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National Defense
Defence
nationale

Regalia and Reserve

Canada
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Hey kids! Pull out this page for your very owr, very free
commemorative meltdown week poster. Put it on your wall
right between your poster of the Last Supper and that velvet

pttoto by

Drinking x 3
Smoking
Hypnotism
Try to guess which is which.

...;40.say Perkins

I'm melting, 'm m el t i n g!
Hey kids! Pull out this page for your very own, very free
commemorative meltdown week poster. Put it on your wall
right between your poster of the Last Supper and that velvet

Drinking x 3
Smoking
Hypnotism
Try to guess which is which.
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Like kings, I tell you!

L

ike most Princesses (Princess
Street students, that is), I
prefer to stay downtown,
among my own kind. However, I
recently had the opportunity to
visit the Notre Dame campus on
three different occasions. And let
me tell you, you "Damies," as I like
to call you, live like kings. Kings, I
tell you!
First off, during the last print night
for The Projector, we encountered
some technical difficulties. So, I was
compelled to leave the "ramshackle
trailer" where we put this paper
together, and venture into the '
labyrinth of the Notre Dame campus. I
did this with some trepidation. After
all, Phineas Q. Fizzlebottom, a secondyear Creative Communications student
who I just fabricated, warned me about
the Notre Dame campus: "One does
not simply walk into Notre Dame," he
cautioned. "There is evil there that
does not sleep. 'Tis a barren wasteland,
riddled with fire, ash, and dust. The
very air you breathe is a poisonous
fume!"
Nonetheless, I went in search of a
lab with working computers. And I
was dazzled. At Princess, we're forced
to work on characterless modern computers. But I'm a real nostalgia fan, so I
was pleased to find that Notre Dame
labs are well-stocked with what appear
to be late-model Vic 20's, running the
latest version of Pac-Man. And the
lab's dull, off-white, and altogether
depressing walls really made me regret
never having had the experience of
growing up in the Eastern Bloc. You
Damies live well!
But it gets better. The following
week, I had the opportunity to attend
a meeting of the College Council.
Well, if I was impressed by how the
common Damie lives, seeing how your

ruling class lives blew my mind! They
sit in huge, plush chairs, my friends all except their overlord, College
Council chair Larry Partap, who sits on
a massive black iron throne, with two
giant, growling mastifs at his side. This
ruling elite gorge themselves on cookies, some containing chocolate chips,
while coffee, as fine as may be found
at your local McDonald's, flows freely
from a great urn. Like kings, I tell you!
Then, I found myself back at the
Notre Dame campus on a recent
Wednesday afternoon, whereon I
stumbled into wanton chaos in the
South Gym, the likes of which I have
never seen. The air was thick with the
rich aroma of second-hand smoke,
beer ran like Water, while a hyp-mo-tist
mocked the manhood of hapless
Damies. It was like stumbling into
Xanadu, I tell you! Magical!
So you see, we Princesses have good
reason to complain about our environs. You Damies eat cookies and party
all the time. At Princess, I can't even
buy a freakin' pen, let alone get drunk
with hundreds of other students in the
afternoon. In fact, I regularly suffer the
shame of being the only person stumbling reeking drunk into my classes,
screaming "take it off!" to my classmates.
The point, you ask? Well, maybe the
grass is greener on the other side. But
hey, somebody's still gotta mow that
grass.
Pass the cookies...

Now and Zen

A

little tale from Zen
Buddhism:

After winning several archery contests, the young and rather boastful
champion challenged a Zen master
who was renowned for his skill as an
archer. The young man demonstrated
remarkable technical proficiency
when he hit a distant bull's eye on
his first try, and then split that arrow
with his second shot. "There," he
said to the old man, "see if you can
match that!" Undisturbed, the master
did not draw his bow, but rather
motioned for the young•archer to follow him up the mountain. Curious
about the old fellow's intentions, the
champion followed him high into
the mountain until they reached a
deep chasm spanned by a rather flimsy and shaky log. Calmly stepping
out onto the middle of the unsteady
and certainly perilous bridge, the old
master picked a far away tree as a target, drew his bow, and fired a clean,
direct hit. "Now it is your turn," he
said as he gracefully stepped back
onto the safe ground. Staring with
terror into the seemingly bottomless
and beckoning abyss, the young man
could not force himself to step out
onto the log, no less shoot at a target.
"You have much skill with your
bow," the master said, sensing his
challenger's predicament, "but you
have little skill with the mind that
lets loose the shot."
(www.rider.edu/users/suler/zenstory/z
enstory.html)
I used half my word count for that,
so I hope you liked it. Read it again.
Think about what it means to you.
I'm no Zen Buddhist, and would
balk at any claim to the opposite, but

when I found this story on the
Internet last week it really struck a
chord.
As students at RRC, we are often
like the young and boastful archer.
We hone our skills and develop a
technical proficiency, and hit proverbial bull's eyes with good marks in
class. But what else? Isn't there more?
Sometimes I'm ashamed by the frequency with which I allow the mark
an instructor makes on a piece of
paper to affect my mental health. For
some reason, an A makes me feel
good, and a C makes me feel bad.
That judgment of my ability by one
person wields such great power - the
sword of Damocles constantly lingering above my studious head.
As spring break approaches, I urge
you all to put school behind you for
a week. You're laughing right now
about how you weren't going to do
any work anyway, but I really mean
put it completely out of your mind.
Drink cold cerveza's and let the
sand run between your toes. Get
hammered (responsibly) and sing The
Gambler at a karaoke bar. Read your
favourite book again. If you don't
have one, read A Prayer for Owen
Meany. Sing and dance alone in front
of the mirror. Sing and dance with
your best friends.
Whatever it takes, just concentrate
on the mind that lets loose the shot,
not the bow and arrow tucked away
in the backpack in your closet.

Get out the love beads
lease, take your hand and make a
fist. Now, extend both your index
and naughty middle finger, and
spread them apart. Go on, don't be shy.
Spread `ern further. Now, behold. What do
you have?
Well, depending on your political persuasion,
you either have bunny ears for a quick round
of shadow puppets, or you could have a peace
sign.
If you do recognize that peace sign, you can
count yourself among many in this gentle city.
According to the mainstream press, on Feb. 15
about 6,000 (10,000 according to the reds) of
your fellow citizens congregated at city hall •
and marched to the Leg. in the name of peace.
They marched in the bitter cold, with frozen
toes and hangovers from bad Valentine's Day
wine. True, a globally warmed Winnipeg is a
lot less treacherous for the peaceniks of today;
frostbite is more difficult to come by and snow
banks have gone the way of the mammoth, but
it was still cold and they still marched.
It was an inspiring day for many reasons. All
ages were represented, ethnicities were multiple (indeed, a Palestinian organization and

p

"Jews for a Just Peace" marched side by side),
and it was all carried out with confidence and
enthusiasm. All of this goodness, and we
weren't alone.
Across Canada and throughout the world,
people voiced their support for peace - or at
least their opposition to an unjust war. It was a
true national undertaking, 150,000 protested
in a country that rarely acts together on such a
large scale. Hockey, and perhaps the threat of
Quebec's departure seem to be the only other
events in my limited memory that have
inspired such a cozy national gathering.
But this past protest was more than a sign of
national unity against war, an economic system or the overreaching power of the USA. It
was also a signal that cynicism does not rule,
that we have not surrendered the reigns to the.
power with the biggest gun and bank account.
The protesters' demands were indeed inspiring,
but the actual act of protest in itself was even
more so. It was a symbol that hope exists, and
that in this age of big business and dwindling
human rights, people still expect a semblance
of order and fair play. We still believe that we
have the power to effect change.

That peace sign you made a minute ago was
flashed by thousands of people on the 15th. A
couple of years ago, I might have thought it a
bit precious, a sign from a different and more
LSD laced era. Like so many others, I had killed
my inner hippy and jumped off the peace
train. But now, after that last march, I feel a bit
ashamed for doubting the hope and justice
that lies waiting within most of us.
You can relax your hand, and let go of that
peace sign now if you'd like. Or you can keep
it out, and flash it at passersby, whatever. It's
all groovy.
Cynicism was made for this generation. We
scoff easily, disbelieve most public features
But it looks like this may be changing.
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Letters to
the editor
Caution: May contain opinion. Point away from brain,
especially while reading.
Dear Ed:
Being an ancient and
codger-like purveyor of
Canadian University Press, an
instigator for social change,
malcontent, mal de tete, and ,
general bad example I have
decided to splatter a few
words of encouragement to
what I still believe to be one
of the last bastions of simple
truth.
Back in the day I sat where
you are sitting and felt the
heat from the (at that time
was the Drama department)
clearly ranting on what they
thought were relevant, timely
and important. (None of
which actually applied; they
were all fairly bad actors).
I think that the student
body has become so pedestrian as to believe that the college newspaper will somehow
reflect their concerns if they
complain loud enough. They
really didn't know that it may
require more input on their
part. Not that I recall that full
time student status was a
stroll in the park.
It is easier to grind. It
involves very little effort. It
skims off that scum of angst
that builds up in a society
where no one really pays
attention. So don't take it personally.
I should also tell you that
when I was editor I started
colouring outside the lines. It
made a lot of people very
angry but got them talking
and got the input of the community. This is not recommended. (Socrates I am not
and I still have the scar.)
I like a good parody or farcical read. Truth is important
too. Here you have the platform to be true without having to worry about whether it
will 'sell newspapers; break
some politically-correct, analretentive belief; or piss off the
premier. Just call them like
you see them: no propaganda.
In fact, start a little propaganda of your own. Here is my
contribution to the call of
truth.
Michael Shayde

Let ler rip.

DSL HIGH SPEED INTERNET SERVICE.
FIRST

6

MONTHS

2495
A MONTH

It's the faster way to catch the action online. Web casts, movies, games, music—whatever you're
into, DSL High Speed Internet service from MIS lets you do it with the throttle wide open.
• Unlimited connect time • Doesn't tie up your phone line
• 24/7 network performance monitoring • Includes easy self-install kit, or free installation
For details on this or our DSL Starter Internet service, visit mts.ca, call
1 877 NET-4-ALL', or visit your nearest MTS Connect store or MTS Dealer.

MTS
Service available in most areas. 1 877 NET-4-ALL is atrademark of Manitoba Telecom Services Inc., used under license. $24.95 offer available to new DSL High Speed Internet customers only (defined as
customers who have not had DSL Internet service from MTS in the past 3 months) and is only applicable to DSL Internet plans regularly priced between $35.95 and $49.95 a month. After first 6 months,
price reverts to regular pricing on the chosen plan. Offer expires March 31, 2003.

Important Food Bank Notice

CMOR
DJ OF THE MONTH

All previous notice for 2003 Food Bank Days are to be
disregarded. They have changed. New dates are:
Year 2003

0
0
0
0

p
p

DJ SCHMIDT

❑

January 10, 2003

❑

March 21, 2003

❑

January 24, 2003

❑

April 17, 2003

❑

February 7, 2003

❑

May 2, 2003

❑

February 21, 2003

❑

May 16, 2003

❑

March 7, 2003

❑

May 30, 2003
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Laughter descends upon the winter city
Winnipeggers exercise their funny bones
By Ashleigh Viveiros
espite the swirling snow,
mucky streets, and blistering wind that makes up a
typical Winnipeg winter, CBC and
the Gas Station Theatre are determined to give Winnipeggers
something to laugh about.
The CBC Winnipeg Comedy
Festival is back this week for its
second year, running from Feb.
26-March 2, and is sure to satisfy
the comedic tastes of even the
most humour-impaired among
us.
"Our winters are such a long
haul, it's a wonderful kind of
break," says Al Rae, local comedian and artistic director of the festival. "We also wanted to represent the city. Come see us when we're in our own element...pun intended."
The city-wide festival features over 40 comedic performers and acts participating in a
wide-range of events, including improv, musical comedies, and sketch comedy to ensure
that Winnipeggers will get their fair share of laughs, snickers, and guffaws.
This year's festival is full of performances by a number of high-profile Canadian comedians, including Gemini Award winner Ron James, Luba Goy of the Royal Canadian Air
Farce, Kid in the Hall Mark McKinney, and even children's performer Al Simmons.
"It's the little engine that could," says Rae of the young festival. "It's a product of the
city that it comes from. It sums up the best of Winnipeg."
"It's proudly Canadian, it's proudly Western," he adds. "And it doesn't take crap from
no one."
The festival gets started on Wednesday at the Pantages Theatre with the gala performance Sleeping With the Elephant, which pokes fun at the sometimes delicate relationship
between Canada and our neighbor to the south. On the U.S.'s side, American A. Whitney
Brown of Saturday Night Live fame will take to the stage against a host of Canadian come-

D

dians to try to defend his homeland.
"It was only fair that we invite
them (the Americans) to at least
come up and defend themselves,"
jokes Rae.
Other gala performances
include Becoming My Mother on
Thursday night, The Prairie Crop
on Friday, and the CBC Comedy
Gala on Saturday.
The Gas Station and other venues across Winnipeg will also
host improv shows on
Wednesday and Thursday, allFrench shows Eclat D'Humour
and Drolement Votres on
Thursday and Saturday, an allAboriginal show called Painting
the Town Red, and the Kids' Comedy Show on Sunday, to name but a few. There will also
be a number of free comedy hour lunches at Portage Place, City Place, and Winnipeg
Square as well as Comics Reading to Adults at the Centennial Library Wednesday through
Friday.
"We wanted to create a show that's funny, smart, and sophisticated, but also inclusive,"
says Rae. "So that there's an opportunity for everybody...to participate in the festival."
With 91 per cent of the performances completely selling out last year, it would seem
that a large number of Winnipeggers are indeed -eager to participate. Rae says that the
large turnout last year prompted festival planners to make the 2003 festival longer, from
four days to five, with more gala performances and shows to offer.
"We've just grown in the literal sense," he says. "I think we're a good size. We like the
idea of the intimacy of this number of days."
Tickets for the CBC Winnipeg Comedy Festival range from $10 for late-night improv
shows to $35 for the gala performance events and are available through Ticketmaster at
780-3333. For more information, including a full schedule of events, check out the festival's Web site at www.winnipegcomedyfestival.com.

Bringing meaning to your double-double
By Kyle Goodridge
Group of Seven
Winnipeg Art
Gallery
Feb.22 - May 18

Drawing on Canada's humble nature

n a land known for its
humility, few events in
Canadian history evoke a
great sense of achievement and
national pride. The battle of
Vimy Ridge in the First World War might come to
mind, when Canadian troops fought under Canadian
command for the first time and won, while British and
French forces could not. Or Paul Henderson's gamewinning goal for Canada against the USSR in Moscow
-in 1972, which brought the nation together to celebrate world supremacy of its favourite pastime. Or
when the Group of Seven broke from British tradition
and developed an artistic framework to represent
Canadian identity
"What's that last one again?" you may be asking
yourself. "The Group of Seven?"
The fact that many of us could name all seven deadly sins or the seven dwarfs alphabetically before a single member of the Group of Seven is perhaps a testament to our humble nature as Canadians. That, or
we're totally ignorant. Personally, I prefer humble
nature.
Winnipeg-born author George Woodcock once
wrote, "Canadians do not like heroes, and so they do not have them."

I

Study on families who have experienced
the death of a child:
Families who have experienced the death of a child (newborn - 18
years) are being invited to take part. The aim of the study is to gain a
greater understanding of families' experiences related to the death of
a child. Participation involves individual family interviews. Families
will be asked to talk about such things as the type of care that their
child received, their needs, and the type of supports that helped them
through the experience. All interviews are arranged on a date/time
and at a place that is most convenient for the family. For additional
information please contact Dr. Roberta Woodgate at the University
of Manitoba: 474-8338. You may leave a message on Roberta's
voice mail if she is not in. You may also email her at
Roberta_Woodgate@umanitoba.ca.

Franklin Carmichael, Lawren Harris, A.Y. Jackson,
Frank Johnston, Arthur Lismer, J.E.H. MacDonald, and
Fred Varley, who formed the Group of Seven in the
early 1920s, are perfect examples of Woodcock's uncelebrated Canadian heroes.
In a pre-television era, the Group of Seven defined a
visual and artistic identity for Canada with paintings.
Their distinct style and reverence for the Canadian
landscape captured the spirit of Canada and helped
shape an emerging sense of Canadian identity.
Breaking away from the somber and refined
European tradition, the Group of Seven developed a
bold, colourful painting style that helped conceive the
notion of a truly Canadian artistic method and feel.
From Feb. 22-May 18 the Winnipeg Art Gallery is
showing a collection of artwork that focuses specifically on the Group of Seven's work in western Canada.
The paintings of western Canada - its vast prairies,
rugged mountains, arctic north and western coastline
- added to the Group of Seven's understanding of what
it meant to be Canadian.
But more importantly, the art will force you to consider your own conception of what it means to be
Canadian. Then, the next time you get a double-double at Tim Horton's, wildly celebrate a Canadian
bronze medal at the Olympics, or stay in the game after a mild concussion, you just might
have a greater appreciation of why.

DON'T BE A PRUDE
DROP YOUR INC.
WRITE FOR THE PROJECTOR
RRCPROJECTOR@HOTMAIL.COM

Oh what a world!
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Dinner and a movie
Not fit for vegetarians
By Naniece Ibrahim

Satisfy your bloodlust

S

ince it would be insane to order anyOur clam chowder arrived first. Although it seemed to have a
suspicious chicken base stock, it was extremely tasty with some
thing vegetarian from the menu, Rae
and not horribly thick or heavy like some chowders can be.
& Jerry's Steakhouse (RJS) is a perfect
As boring as a baked clams,
Our caesar salad arrived next and, for only $5.95 it was huge
place to take your honey for a classic steak
can be shared easily by three if not four people. Since it was
dinner. A Winnipeg institution since 1957, potato might be, there is and
just the two of us, my friend and I tried, but failed in making a
RJS was recently mentioned in Western Living Magazine as "the
substantial dent in the scrumptious salad. In doing so, our
something to be said appetites
best steakhouse in the country."
were sacrificed for the main meal that was soon to come.
When you walk into the dimly lit restaurant, located just spitThe dressing for the salad was perfect, with the right amount of
about a perfectly pre- dressing, and the precise balance of garlic, Parmesan cheese, and
ting distance from Polo Park Mall, it's like walking into the early
1960's. Red pleather booths and nicely spaced tables make up the
hint of anchovies. Honestly, if you love caesar salads, it is worth
pared one, the kind that agoing
main dining room.
to RJS just for that, and for that price, you can't go wrong.
As its title indicates, RJS is renowned for its steaks and prime rib.
Our entrees quickly followed. Both orders were made exactly as
you
scrape
clean
leaving
Generous in size, the meals are accompanied by a choice of soup
ordered. My grenadine of beef was luscious. The sauté was sweet,
or tomato juice; a choice of tossed salad or side vegetable; and
and the beef was the melt in your mouth kind. DE-lish! My
holes in the peel
finally a choice of one of the following: baked potato, french fries,
friend's filet mignon was also perfectly prepared. The broccoli
mashed potatoes or rice. They have a selection of steaks, prime rib,
with cheese that accompanied our dinner was unfortunately
chicken, and seafood, including lobster, with prices ranging from
unfun. The broccoli was cold, and what looked like melted Cheese
$23.95 to $30.00. The wine list boasts a variety of countries. Wolf
Whiz had already congealed (it made a good excuse not to eat it
Blass Yellow Label, for example, is priced at $31 for a bottle.
to make space for the meat and potatoes).
Because my friend and I shared a caesar salad, our meals came
As boring as a baked potato might be, there is something to be said about a perfectly
with the vegetable of the day - broccoli with cheese sauce, rather than a tossed salad. Soup
prepared one, the kind that you scrape clean, leaving holes in the peel, and these baked
on Fridays is clam chowder, and we both chose a baked potato, as boring as that might
potatoes, with copious amounts of sour cream and green onions, were of that sort. RJS
seem. I chose the Beef Grenadine - an 8oz steak served with sauteed mushrooms and
has a dessert menu, but it would have been impossible to partake in the folly of tiramisu
onions - and my friend chose a 6oz filet mignon. Both were ordered to be prepared medi- or coconut cream pie.
um.
The service was efficient, but not friendly. Nonetheless, RJS is a steakhouse worth invesAfter our order was taken, we were presented with a basket of fresh bread that includ- tigating. When you go, you know what to get, and what to expect. For the type of meal
ed pumpernickel with an anise seed flare, white french bread topped with sesame seeds,
it is a good value for your money. Bring a large appetite, or take it easy on the bread and
and crunchy white bread sticks. If you polish off the basket of bread they will replenish it caesar salad. My friend and I had plenty of meal left over to take home.
for you.
Rae & Jerry's
Steak House
1405 Portage Ave
***1/5/5

Triple dog dare
By Brett Megarry
Daredevil
Marvel Comics
Starring: Ben Affleck, Jennifer Garner
***1/2/5

aredevil, a.k.a. The Man
Without Fear, is way down
on the superhero food
chain. So why should we care
about him? Well, he has a gimmick that sets him apart from the
rest: he's blind.
While Marvel Comics failed
miserably in the early 90's with
film adaptations of The Punisher
and Captain America, it has seen
better fortunes in recent years.
Blade, X-Men, and Spider-Man
have created successful franchises
for the comic-book empire and
three more Marvel flicks will hit
theatres this year, including an XMen sequel, and the much-anticipated Hulk.
Daredevil is the first release of
the three, having opened Feb. 14,
and is also based on one of
Marvel's flagship titles that has
been running since the 60's.
As a young boy, Matt Murdock
is splashed in the eyes with
radioactive waste and loses his
sight. However, his remaining
senses become heightened to
superhuman levels, and he develops a "radar" sense that allows
him to "see," even in the dark.
Young Matt suffers further
trauma when his washed-up
prizefighter father (David Keith)
is killed due to mob problems.
The death of his father leads Matt
to grow up to become a crusading
lawyer (Ben Affleck) for the poor
by day, and by night he dons his
crimson devil-homed costume
and becomes the vigilante
Daredevil, dishing out his own
brand of justice in New York
City's Hell's Kitchen.
Every good superhero needs a
nemesis. Daredevil has two Wilson Fisk, a.k.a. Kingpin
(Michael Clarke Duncan), the
crime boss of New York City; and
Bullseye (Colin Farrell), Kingpin's
hired assassin.
Not only does a good superhero need an enemy, but a love
interest is also obligatory. Enter
butt-kicking Elektra Natchios,
played by Jennifer Garner of
ABC's Alias. Together, Affleck and

D
ImporlaffiNoticeff
Student Benefits Plan
Health and Dental Update
DON"T LEAVE SCHOOL WITHOUT YOUR
SA CARE CARD!!!!
With Spring Break just around the corner, don't forget to stop by the Student
Benefits Plan Office to obtain your SA Care Card. Students are required to
complete the Manitoba Pharmacare application prior to obtaining the SA Care
Card. Students will need their Manitoba Health card and Social Insurance
number to complete the application. Students who have not submitted the
Manitoba Pharmacare application and were issued a Prescription Drug
Benefits card from previous years are required to complete the application.
Please note students who fail to submit the Manitoba Pharmacare application
risk the suspension of claim payments from Canada Life Assurance Company
(Policy 63560).
Your SA Care Card offers coverage for your eligible prescription drugs at 80%
off (based on the Manitoba Formulary). The SA Care card can also be
presented to your dental office for direct billing purposes to Canada Life
Assurance.
For coverage information, SA Care cards, Manitoba Pharmacare applications,
stop by the Student Benefits Plan Office Mon to Fri 9am — 4pm RM FM 66
(junction of E & F building). Visit the web site www.gallivaaca/studentnetworks
to download important information pertaining to the 12-month coverage for
health and/or dental plan. Or contact us at (204)632-2503.
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Garner heat up the screen, but
problems arise when Elektra mistakes Daredevil as the murderer of
her father and seeks revenge
against the crimson crusader.
Unbeknownst to Elektra, Murdock
is Daredevil.
Since Daredevil possesses no
superpowers, Affleck (Sum Of All
Fears) was a good choice to play
this character. He has that averageJoe quality, making it easier to
relate to Murdock. As Elektra,
Garner is perfect. Not only is she
gorgeous, she's convincing as a
skilled martial artist.
Duncan (The Green Mile) is perfectly cast as Kingpin, a monster of
a man with a supreme intellect.
No one but Duncan could have
played this role, despite the fact
that Kingpin is white in the comic.
Farrell (The Recruit) shines as the
psychotic Bullseye, and is an
absolute pleasure to watch.
Daredevil is a stylish movie with
high-octane action sequences and
special effects. The scenes involving Daredevil diving off a building
down to a scaffold below are
breathtaking, but perhaps the
coolest effect in this film is the
ghostly depiction of Daredevil's
"radar" sense.
The movie falls short in its emotional impact. Director Mark
Steven Johnson (Simon Birch)
puts too much in this movie - we
can see that Matt Murdock is in
pain, but we don't share that pain
with him. Also, toward the end of
the movie Daredevil begins to
question his eye-for-an-eye
approach to protecting the city.
He tries to convince himself "I'm
not the bad guy," but the topic
isn't fully explored.
Another problem is, when presented in live-action, it becomes
difficult to believe that Daredevil
is blind.
But that's also what's cool about
the movie - it's a comic-book
brought to life and is supposed to
be unbelievable. This fantastic element makes the movie worth seeing, and should please loyal followers of the comic and new fans
alike.
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Celluloid cocktails
Films on ice

By Sabrina Carnevale

T

e National Screen Institute is gearing up for the fifth mentary roundtable. These classes will feature some of the top
annual FilmExchange Film Festival, which is running creators in the Canadian film and television industries. The fesfrom March 4-8 and showcasing 35 short films and over tival also presents A Conversation with Gordon Pinsent (The
12 feature films at the Globe Cinema.
Shipping News, Due South) on Saturday, March 8, at 12:00
The festival kicks off on March 4 at 7:30 p.m. with p.m. The author/director/playwright/actor has won numerous
SnowScreen, the signature event that has caught the imagina- awards in his 45 years on stage, radio, screen and television.
tion of films lovers across Canada. Five dramas will have a
world premiere screening on a 12-foot wide, 10-foot high, 8foot deep block of snow at the University of Winnipeg
grounds. Each SnowScreen drama is a recipient of the NSI ZeD
Drama Prize, a mentor-based training program designed to
guide up-and-coming directors, producers and writers through
the making of their short film.
The feature film series runs at the Globe Cinema and offers
a number of internationally acclaimed films. The first feature
film to be screened will be Seraphin, which will premiere on
March 5 at 7:30 p.m. Seraphin is based on the Claude-Henri
Gagnon novel Un homme et son peche. Director Charles
Biname and actor Karine Vanasse will be on hand to discuss the
film afterwards. Seraphin made headlines when it brought in
$2.4 million over 10 days, setting an opening week box office
record for a Quebec film.
Rebecca Jenkins, Stacy Smith and Molly Parker in Marion Bridge •
David Cronenberg's Genie Award winning Spider, starring
Ralph Fiennes (The English Patient), Miranda Richardson (The
Bill Evans, FilmExchange director and programmer, hopes
Hours), Gabriel Byrne (The Usual Suspects), and Lynn Redgrave that people take advantage of the wide selection of films being
(Gods and Monsters) will premiere at the FilmExchange on screened this year
Saturday, March 8, at 7:30 p.m. Producer Martin Katz will be
"A lot of these films wouldn't play commercially, so it's good
there to talk afterwards about producing films in Canada.
to see them at the festival," Evans says. "I'm hoping that peoThe feature film series also indudes Mina Shum's Long Life, ple come to see the films." Evans also says that this year, there
Happiness and Prosperity and Shirley Cheechoo's is a large contingent of films from Manitoba. Leaving
Pikutiskwaau, both of which played at the prominent Metropolis, directed by Brad Fraser and showing on March 6 at
Sundance film festival in January. As well, Alberta Watson, star 7:30 p.m., was set and filmed in Winnipeg. Yellowknife, also
of the television series Nikita and The Sweet Hereafter will dis- premiering on March 6 at 9:30 p.m., was co-produced by
cuss her role in The Wild Dogs on March 7 at 9:30 p.m.
Buffalo Gal Pictures, which is a Winnipeg production compaIn addition to films, the NSI FilmExchange film festival is ny.
offering master lasses on directing, writing, and producing,
Local Winnipeg filmmaker Jeff Erbach is having his film, The
panel discussions on acting, new media, feature film making Nature of Nicholas, screened on March 7 at 9:30 p.m. "Film fesand international co-productions, and an Aboriginal docu- tivals are a tool to promote the film, get word of mouth, and

serve a larger function so people will see your movie when it
opens in theatres," Erbach says. "It's a way to get excitement
and some publicity." The Nature of Nicholas, Erbach's first feature film, was screened at both the Vancouver International
Film Festival and the Montreal World Film FestivaL
Some other productions that will be screened at the
FilmExchange indude Alanis Obonnsawin's Genie Award
nominated documentary Is the Crown at War With Us? on
March 5 at 7:30 p.m, Keith Behrman's Flower and Garnet on
March 6. at 9:30 p.m., and Wiebke von Carolsfeld's Marion
Bridge on March 7 at 7:30 p.m. and Sook-Yin Lee of Definitely
Not the Opera on CBC will host the Showcase of Canadian
Short Films, which will be presented at 1:30 p.m. on March 5
to 8. The films' directors, writers and producers will be there for
audience discussion after each short film presentation.
The NSI Local Exposure contest offers the public a distinctive
opportunity to view the twelve contest finalists. All finalists will
compete for cash prizes in various categories. Audience members will choose the People's Choice Award on March 8 at 4:30
p.m. at the Globe Cinema.
Screening Passes are $75 ($65 with student ID) which
indudes all feature films and short` film packages as well as
nightly parties, exduding the Opening and Closing Galas.
Tickets for Feature Films are $10, the Showcase of Canadian
Shorts Packages are $8, Local Exposure is $6, both the Opening
Night Gala and the Closing Night Gala are $15 and A
Conversation with Gordon Pinsent is $25. Advance Screening
Passes and tickets for all events are available at the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet Office and Globe Cinemas. The Ballet Office is
located at 380 Graham Avenue or you can order by phone at
1-800-667-4792. For more information on screenings, call the
Globe Cinemas at 943-5623. Advance tickets are available until
noon of the day of the screening and single tickets will be available at the door 30 minutes prior to each event.

Men, guard your necks
By Lynsay Perkins
n the 1990s there was "girl power", in
the '60s women burned their bras, and
in ancient Greece they ended wars. At
least that's what happens in Aristophanes'
play Lysistrata, being performed March 3
in over 50 countries around the world.
This will be the first-ever worldwide theatre event for peace. The Winnipeg production features Arne MacPherson and
Debbie Patterson, frequently seen in
Shakespeare in the Ruins productions.
Worldwide, the event will involve celebrities like Kevin Bacon, Ed Begley Jr., and
Eric Stoltz.
Regardless of celebrity involvement, the
play is definitely worth checking out. Set
in ancient Greece, the play tells the story
of Lysistrata, an Athenian woman tired of
war, who leads a group of Greek women
who decide to end war in their own way.
They swear an oath to withhold sex from
their men until peace is agreed upon. The
women do all they can to make the men
sweat, including having a naked woman
.; stand in during the peace talks. Naturally,
the men give in and quickly achieve a verbal resolution to solve their differences.
The play will be presented March 3 at
the West End Cultural Centre at 8 p.m. It's
a free event, but a $10 donation is suggested, with proceeds going to Doctors
Without Borders.
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THERE WAS A BEAR.
HE FOLLOWED ME HOME.
WE BROKE BREAD.
WE BASHED HEADS.
NOW, MY LIFE HAS MEANING.
AND I KNOW, I WILL WRITE.

07/01,0:

THEATRICAL ACT Of ISSENT

WILL y o u?

S1RATAPIOJECT..(011
RRCPROJECTOR@HOTMAIL.COM

ONLY THE UNEDUCATE
PAY MORE!
ACT LIKE AN OCTOPUS,
SPILL INK.

$1 50 Tuesday Special
F4 may-,

Ag0404ate,'(7)

Now Playing vvwwcinemacity.ca6390
$290
$2P
Daily Matinees After 6PM Fri/Sat Midnight Movies

CINEMA CITY

CINEMA CITY

PARTY! ? HOT TUBS

1399 McPhillips Street
Movie Info Line 334-6234

1910 Pembina Hwy.
Moyle Info Line 269-9981

RENT YOUR VERY OWN (ALL WEATHER)

2 Admissions

RRCPRO JECTOR
@HOTMAIL.COM

vie

For

$

3

EXPIRES March 20, 2003
no reproductions-no cash value

RUBBER bUCKY HOT TUBS
rent a 6 person, or the one of a kind 12 person.
Book now for the months of February & March
& receive 10% off normal weekend rates.

[Ti valid anytime-2 admissions per coupon

Call us anywhere, anytime.

Two
s7 02
• Medium Drinks

Visa, Mastercard, American Express are accepted.

+ TAX

veecto

One
Large Popcorn

EXPIRES March 20, 2003
no reproductions-no cash value
M valid anytime-1 coupon per purchase

Phone 1-204-322-5286
Remember we suppy everything, all you need to have is fun!!
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Freezing Winnipeg in frames
By Jordan Chalifoux

A photograhic odyssey

aking photographs on weekend days has bus to watch a man die was enough to bring up my
become my tradition, a task that my circles of pervious Friday night. Not that taking pictures of
friends choose to join. The idea of waking him is much less perverse. Sure I looked like a vulover its prey, but it felt good. It felt like these
early on a Saturday morning to take pictures of ture
moments of time captured on film would never
objects or events that happen (or do not happen) happened again for that man, or myself, which
spontaneously is not a valid reason to awake from shines significant enlightenment on why to get up
Friday night's cheap laughs and intoxicated affec- early on the weekend.
By this time it was noon and some cheap food in
tion, which I too take part in. But fresh air outweights the notion of restless sleep and bad breath. a smoking environment was a necessity. The
Saturday morning brings new forms of anima- Salisbury House in the Grey Hound bus terminal
tion for my eyes, which are found in train yards downtown was perfect. This place is cheap, dirty,
across Winnipeg. Although discouraged by the and provides sub par food, which is everything
Canadian Pacific Railway to not enter the train needed when going on a journey for pictures. This
yards, I still do, but not to destroy. Instead I docu- particular Salisbury House location is usually the
ment, no, I capture pictures of graffiti throughout home of people with mental disorders, addictions
Winnipeg. Catching 35mm flicks of graffiti is time and other social stigmas even the undesirable secconsuming, which for the most part is my fault. tion of society would not want to associate with.
Transit buses swerve through traffic in express Once my Cheese Nip, fries, chocolate milk and
lanes, and while Winnipeg Transit drivers essential- broccoli with cheese soup arrived it was apparent
ly drive routes, they also act as tour guides. Taking that within this ugly restaurant a young photogramy camera places where my camera's viewfinder pher was now a Salisbury House patron. Within
would not normally go brings opportunities to not minutes my meal was bagged (minus the soup and
only take pictures, but to learn new street names chocolate milk) and enjoyed on a transit bus, which
was due to take me to the Arlington Bridge.
and neighborhoods.
The Arlington Bridge is my favorite place to take
Keeping a camera on the bus is great. A person
never knows what will happen in a little space, in pictures. Graffiti, freights, rare cabooses, pidgins
which thirty people cram their workbags, back- and characters of the neighborhood are all things to
packs and purses into. For instance, while on the find under the Arlington Bridge. Atop the bridge
Polo Park route on Saturday morning, a man in his magnificent steel beams and chain-linked fence
forties grabbed the left side of his chest and contin- hold this structure together. On several beams
ued to go into convulsions, which eventually ended white crosses and names under them are painted,
as the man slouched down and silence lurked which symbolize the deaths of graffiti writers and
throughout the bus. That was uncomfortable. train hoppers. This saddened my pictorial journey.
It was now three o'clock in the afternoon and my
Within five minutes sirens from an ambulance and
fire truck swarmed to the location of the bus. friends were now awaking from their fidgety sleep
Paramedics and fire persons entered the bus to drag and the battery light on my camera was flashing.
the now still body off the bus. The notion of tak- All the signs of ending my photo essay were taking
ing pictures of this man being dragged off the bus place. My cell phone rang and a friend called to
crossed through my mind. What to do? At this offer me chicken fingers, malt liquor and comedic
point either getting up or sitting in silence with the re-enactments of my episodes from the previous
other dazed observers were the only two options Friday night. At this point my journey was over,
that could be chosen. Getting off the bus was the although to remember my Saturday morning piconly conceivable answer to choose, because morbid tures of my memories were taken, which can never
feelings immersed my mind, as sitting in a transit fade as the promise of tradition will give me reason
to rise each weekend.
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TELL YOUR STORY
RRCPROJECTOR@HOTMAIL.COM

W rksh
Sign-up to attend the -

workshop
writing

Academic Writin • for ESL Students

Time: 9:00cim
All workshops are free.
prepared to attend all 3 sessions.
Register in person in room F-2 or
.0t1
by phone by calling: , 632-24041-r

;,

Deadline to register:
Wednesday, March 12/03
Presented by:
The Student and Community Advisor - Diversity and Inclusive Initiatives, Red River College
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If you could add one thing to
Meltdown Week what would it be?
By Lynsay Perkins

"Dance competition. They
have karaoke, but some
people can't sing."
- Beniam Tesfazghi
(Computer Programming)

"Kissing contest."
- Dustin Aymont (Business
Administration)
"Fear Factor contest."
- Kelly Rocan (Business Administration)
"A Striptease."
- Coby Sarna (Business Administration)
ROSES ARE RED
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
WE

Luv YOU.

Do YOU LUV US?
WRITE SOON.
RRCPROJECTOR@HOTMAIL.COM
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Cozy up, but don't toot, eh
By Mauricio Martinez

There's nothing natural about it

won't lie to you. Opera is definitely an acquired taste. For example,
take Cosi Fan Tutte (pronounced
Cosy Fan Toot Eh), put on by the
Manitoba Opera at the Centennial
Concert Hall Feb. 15, 18, and 21.
It's a cute story, with its fair share of twists and turns. Yet
the story is not what's supposed to be good about Cosi Fan
Tutte (translated: "So Do They All," or
"School for Lovers"). What's good about
this story is how it's told - in song, rather,
in Italian song with English subtitles. It is
a bit daunting at first - making it difficult
to get into a story when you're not really
even sure how to read it. You read the
subtitles and then look at the stage,
squint, return to the subtitles, and shake
your head at it.
This fact is not lost on Darlene Ronald,
Marketing Consultant with the Manitoba
Opera. That's why they offer special student rates and Student Dress Rehearsals,
where teachers can bring their classes to
see the opera in the making.
"If you make it a part of your life at an
early age, you're more likely to become a
regular audience member for the rest of your life," she says.
This two-act opera - by Mozart, no less - touts itself as a
"romantic comedy" about two young officers (Ferrando and
Guglielmo, played by John Tessier and James Westman). So

Cosi Fan Tutte
Presented by the
Manitoba Opera
Run finished

I

sure of the loyalty of their respective lovers (Dorabella and
Fiordiligi, played by Daliele LeBlanc and Monica Huisman),
they make a bet with their older friend Don Alfonso (played
by David Watson) who believes that there are no faithful
women in the world. He devises a scheme to put the ladies'
loyalty to the test: the men must don disguises and try to
woo their ladies away from themselves.
Once you get into it, it's not a bad experience. The costumes are really interesting: ornate, colourful, and over the
top period dress has its own unique visual
appeal. The women are beautiful, the men
brash and daring looking; the voices of
course are clear sand emotional. Tadeusz
Biernacki conducts the Winnipeg
Symphony Orchestra through an
absolutely fabulous score.
It's too late to see Cosi Fan Tutte, but
you can try to make Lucia di
Lammermoor, the Manitoba Opera's next
production, Apr. 26, 29, and May 2 at the
Centennial Concert Hall. Ronald
describes it as a "story about star-crossed
lovers," and says that students should not
want to miss it.
For me, the unnaturalness of the experience is entertainment itself.

The wo men are
beautiful, the men
brash an d daring
look ing

Y2J! Y2J! Chug! Chug! Chug!
WWE approved

By Brett Megarry
hris Jericho calls himself
"The Ayatollah of Rock
and Rollah." He more
than lived up the title when he
and his band Fozzy stormed the
stage at The Colosseum on Feb. 15.
Having wrestled Kurt Angle at the arena just two
hours before, Red River College graduate Jericho
showed no signs of fatigue as he lit-up the stage with
phenomenal showmanship. The show was Fozzy's
Canadian debut, and being in front of his hometown
fans pumped Jericho up to new heights. "This is the
first time that I've ever wrestled then done a concert in
the same night. At first I was scared, but I've got to tell
you guys, this is great!" said Jericho.
The band rocked for an hour and a half, performing
covers of '80s heavy metal tunes from bands like Judas
Priest, Twisted Sister, and the Scorpions. Fozzy also
played two of their own tracks, including the first single from their CD Happenstance, To Kill a Stranger.
With the same charismatic style he uses in front of
his Jerichoholics at a wrestling show, Jericho had the
400 fans in attendance, predominantly a male crowd
of wrestling fans, eating out of the palm of his hand.
Raucous chants of "Y2J! Y2J!" boomed through The
Fozzy
At The Colosseum
Feb.15
****/5

C

By Michael Salo
Max
Lion's Gate Films
Starring John Cusack and Noah Taylor
****/5

Colosseum throughout the night.
The star-struck crowd spent a good Chunk of the
evening gawking at the sectioned-off balcony where
several other WWE stars were hiding. The wrestlers in
attendance included the behemoth A-Train, Chris
Kanyon, Billy Kidman, the gorgeous Torrie Wilson,
and Rey Mysterio Jr., who arrived late because the
directions he received apparently landed him and his
driver in Gimli. I hope he laid the smack down on
whoever gave him THOSE directions.
One of the funniest moments of the show occurred
when Jericho paused to take a swig of his beer and the
fans started chanting "CHUG! CHUG! CHUG!"
Jericho's lead guitarist, Duke, who hails from Atlanta,
GA, responded with, "This is definitely where the
party's at. Never in my life have I heard a CHUG
chant. You guys rock!" As did Fozzy.
I'm not a fan of '80s metal, but I am a fan of good
rock shows. These guys did not disappoint Jericho's
hometown crowd, and I was treated to one of the best
rock shows I've ever seen. Fozzy's T-shirt says "We Are
HUGE Rock Stars." Indeed.

Sympathy for the devil
ax is an important movie.
I wouldn't describe it as
being great, but it should

be seen.
The title character of Max is a one
armed German Jew named Max Rothman (John Cusack). He used to be a painter before
volunteering to fight in the First World War. He lost his arm at the battle of Ypres, and so
cannot paint anymore.
Adolf Hitler (Noah Taylor) is an angry little vegan who lives in an army barracks in
Munich. The only thing that keeps him going is the belief that he is a great artist.
Hitler meets Rothman, and shows him his work. Rothman tells Hitler that he is a terrible artist. Hitler gets into politics and eventually kills somewhere in the neighbourhood
of ten million Jews, Poles, Russians, and homosexuals.
Well now we know.
Oh, and it's got Leelee Sobiesky and a very flexible Molly Parker who plays John
Cusack's wife.
The story is quite amazing, but the film is character driven. We see writer/director
Menno Meyjes' idea of what a younger Adolf Hitler would be like in 1918 Munich.
Germany is
disgraced and
Winnipeg International Children's Festival
headed for
is looking for two volunteers to he 1p out with a variety of activities
recession at
the tail-end of
with both the Festival and our in , 1(sr-city youth t risk Circus and
the First World
Magic Partnership program, throughout our 2002/2003 season. We
War, and
are participating in the Youth Serves Manitoba program for
many
university students to volunteer their time for a minimum of 100
Germans are
blaming the
hours from January — June 2003. Once the students completes 100
Jews for the
hours, they will receive a $500.00 bursary towards their tuition or
Fatherland's
students loans. Interested students can contact Jennifer Kaufman at
deplorable
958-4749 or email: jen@kidsfest.ca for more information about
economic
application information and volunteer positions.
state. The

main characters, Rothman and
Hitler, are very well developed:
Hitler as a disenfranchised
German soldier, and Rothman as
a family man who exists at the
upper crust of German society.
Max Rothman didn't really
exist, but Cusack does a wonderful job of showing us his rendition of a one-armed-artist-turnedart-dealer. I wasn't really crazy
about a German character having
a very American-sounding accent,
but I admit that that's a pretty
minor detail. In all, this is the
kind of solid performance that I
expected from Cusack.
Rothman is the main character
of the film, but the story isn't really about him. It's more of an
exploration of why Adolf Hitler
became such an infamous figure
in history. Meyjes doesn't try to
excuse Hitler from his actions by
any means, but he does offer a few
guesses as to what he may have
been like. One scene involves
Hitler staring at a canvas, trying to paint what he feels, but ending up making just a single mark and then destroying the canvas in frustration. We are also shown Hitler's flare
for public speaking and how he first became involved in politics: an anti-semite puppet
show playing at his barracks. After seeing the movie, I didn't feel any sympathy for Hitler,
but I felt like I understood why he became such an evil man. Noah Taylor deserves, at the
very least, a nomination for Best Supporting Actor for this role, but have a feeling that no
one will ever get an award for playing Adolf Hitler.
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music reviews
DMX
Cradle 2 The Grave Soundtrack
Warner Bros.

The High Si Mighty
Air Force 1
Eastern Conference Records
..*/ 5

CPAiLE
DMX's last album, The Great Depression, was a
114tE
big disappointment. I played it once, and now it sits
;GRAVL
collecting dust. So when I heard X Gon' Give It To Ya,
the first single off the soundtrack for X's latest film, offering Cradle 2
The Grave, my faith in the Dark Man was restored. The song definitely
is a keeper, although I'm sure Hot 103 will play it into the ground until
we all wish the barking would just go away.
While X Gon' Give It To Ya is primed to be one of the biggest rap
hits of the year. The rest of the album is a mediocre collection of guest
appearances, all serving up lessons in thugonomics, pimpology, and
bling-blingery, even with the all-star cast that includes appearances
from hip-hop heavyweights 50 Cent, Fat Joe, Foxy Brown, and Obie
Trice. That's not to say the album is all meh. Drag-On serves up a big
bowl o' funk in Fireman, and Go To Sleep pairs DMX, Angriest Man In
Hip-Hop #1, with Eminem, Angriest Man In Hip-Hop #2. It's almost
worth picking up this disc just to hear the two of them side-by-side.
WHAT!

The High & Mighty are part of the EC clan,
which has been making power moves in the New
York hip-hop community as of late. Mr. Eon and
Mighty Mi make The High & Mighty, who also horns
in the production skills of J-Zone for the Air Force 1 album.
Nowhere to Hide At and Artillery open the album, which chars fake
hip-hop heads on both tracks in an obvious battle opener to the
album. You Don't Wanna is the most concrete track on this album.
Produced by Ayatollah, You Don't Wanna is a perfect example
of how to create a hip-hop battle track. With a beat that pounds a
hard baseline and sharp snares piercing through heavy horns, what
more could a beat junkie ask for? Well, You Don't Wanna takes it to
another level as Havoc and R.A. the Rugged Man make an appearance.
This is a pure evil combination, which makes for a great battle track.
More in Outs features Cage, who should be the third member
of The High & Mighty, because these three emcees take it to a three
the hard way level of rhyming, which could be banned in some communities. What is interesting for the avid fan of turntablism is that
Mighty Mi comes in with the cuts for the album that are pasted
together through clicks, flares and crabs of the crossfader. Mighty Mi
is nice; he has finger skills that could be from another planet.
The Air Force 1 album is either an ode to battle rapping, or
these disgruntled hip-hopers should refill their Zoloft prescriptions
before more lyrical harm is brought down on emcees. This album is
not quite great, yet passable for the strongest of hip-hop critics. Get it
before The High and Mighty get you. And for shoe lovers, you'll love
the album art of shell toes to swoosh checkmarks that fill the album
back.

***5

- Brett Megarry
GZA
Legend of the Liquid Sword
MCA Records
***1/2/5
The Wu-Tang Clan once set the standard for
street anthems. Yet within the realm of hip-hop, the
Clan has been known to make greasy media moves
that feature either Method Man or Reakwon in horrible films, or worse:
Speed Stick commercials.
Well the past is the past, because GZA rips the mic on Legend of
the Liquid Sword, which is not quite on the same level of his 1995
release Liquid Swords, but still promises the classic gutter ally sound
and street scripture lyrics.
Production is credited to numerous studio chefs, although
Tyquan Walker crafted the next superior sound with Animal Planet.
With a sample from Curtis Mayfield's Man's Temptation, Walker creates
a beat braced with a minimal pattern of snares and drums, but heightened with clashes of steel pans. GZA sets it off on Animal Planet with
lyrics that break down Staten Island life in a beautiful metaphor of the
animal food chain.
Surprisingly the RZA only appears with one production credit
on Legend of the Liquid Sword, with Rough Cut, which features Armel,
Prodigal Sunn and 12 O'Clock. Legend of the Liquid Sword is a huge
track for GZA, who rhymes over a beat, which resembles RZA's work on
the Ghost Dog film score. This track is hot, yet the vocal hook by
Anthony Allen slightly disrupts the ambient keys and drum pattern.
Legend of the Liquid Sword comes strong with the club track
Knock, Knock and does not stop there. Jump on the GZA album. Don't
get caught sleeping on Legend of the Liquid Sword. It is highly suggested you get this album, catch a transit bus with your CD player and GZA
in hand, and nod your head fourth and back so transit workers can
wonder what kind of musicalism your ears are blessed with.

- Jordan Chalifoux
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CULTURAL
INSIGHTS
COLUMN
Black History Month Quiz Answers
1. Mathieu DaCosta was the first known person of African descent to
come to what is now Canada.
2. Between 30,000 - 40,000 slaves reached freedom via the
Underground Railroad by the time the U.S. Civil War broke out in 1861.
3. Josiah Henson was the model for Harriet Beecher Stowe's main character
in Uncle Tom's Cabin.

People Under the Stairs
O.S.T.
OM Records
/5

-Jordan Chalifoux
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- Jordan Chalifoux

It is so hard to find great left coast hip-hop,
but People Under the Stairs bring it to all critics of
left coast hip-hop with O.S.T.(Original Soundtrack).
Thes One and Double K form PUTS, and with
their third album flourishing in a post-Hieroglyphics period, O.S.T.
musically shows hip-hop heads that PUTS have matured and taken the
left coast hip-hop torch.
Production is what makes this album attractive on all musical
levels. Thes One is credited with the majority of the production, which
he does superbly. Thes One is a junkie when it comes to digging through
crates of old vinyl and throughout O.S.T. elements of p-funk characterize each track. Tales of Kidd Drunkadelic is like your parent's bossa
nova music, yet when tweaked with a MPC2000 sample/drum machine
and drunken lyrics you have to wonder why bossa nova music is only
played in elevators.
O.S.T., the title track of the album, is a keeper. When this 12inch single came out, hip-hop cats were struck, because finally a solid
underground group made a track even a hip-hop head's girlfriend could
appreciate. Thes One makes use of Tenor Saw's Ring the Alarm with
great sample mechanisms, which he mixes with lyrics that document
PUTS notion of what left coast rap should be.
The L.A. Song is quite possibly the only reason one would ever
choose to pack their backpack and jump a fright train to the city of
angels. In the dead of a Winnipeg winter, The L.A. Song brings musical
warmth and a smile to the face of any listener. This song describes Thes
One and Double K's daily life in the L.A. hip-hop community, which
extends past the music and entertains people with the neighborhood's
culture.
PUTS do more then make left coast rap music: they live it. This
is why O.S.T. is tighter then Whoopi Goldberg's hair and holds presence
like George W. Bush at an anti-war rally. Get it.
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4. Many young African-Canadian men volunteered to fight in WWI,
however most of these men served in a segregated unit called the
No.2 Construction Battalion.
5. The book Black Sambo was removed from the Toronto Board of Education's
curriculum after African-Canadians protested its racist and insulting content.
6. Leonard Braithwait was the first African-Canadian to be elected to a
provincial legislature.
7. The 1963 march on Washington, DC led by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
initiated the fight against racism in Canada FALSE - the fight against racism was well underway in Canada by this point.
8. Donavan Bailey was born in Jamaica.
9. Rita Cox- a woman of Trinidadian descent is known as Canada's Queen of
Caribbean Heritage and was made a Member to the Order of Canada in 1997
10. Thornton Blackburn owned and operated "The City"- the first taxicab to
operate in Upper Canada?
11. Alexander Ross was the white Canadian doctor who posed as an
ornithological scientist while traveling the southern states disseminating
to slaves information about escape means and routes.
12. Mary Ann Shadd was the first Black female attorney and the first Black
woman to own and edit a newspaper in North America.
13. Harriet Tubman is considered to be the greatest single conductor in the
history of the Underground Railroad, earning the nickname "Moses" for
her heroic exploits in leading slaves to the "Promised Land".
14. In the code of the Underground Railroad, the term "drinking gourd" refers
to the constellation of the Big Dipper.
00

15. In the code of the Underground Railroad, the term "hardware" was code
for Males and "dry goods" was the code for Females.

Black History Month Quiz Winners Will Be Contacted.
For more information contact:
The Office of the Student & Community Advisor Diversity 6 Inclusive Initiatives
Room F214 - 2055 Notre Dame Ave. Winnipeg, MB R3H Olg
Fax: 204-632-4225 E-mail: areynolds@rrc.mb.ca
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Introducing:

Interview Skills Seminars
Resume Writing Sessions
Tuesday, March 18, 2003
9:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Black Lecture Theatre

areer Fair 20
Wednesday, March 26, 200
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM

North Gym
Brought to you by:
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RED RIVER COLLEGE

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

If you have any questions, please contact Guy Lussier, Advertising Manager
at 1-204-632-2070 Fax Number: 1-204-632-7896.
Some participating companies with more to come:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Public Service Commission of Canada
Interlake Regional Health Authority
Staffing Solutions
St. Amant Centre Inc.
Regional Health Authority-Central Mb. Inc.
R.C.M.P.
South Eastman Health/Sante Sud-Est Inc.
Apprenticeship. Mb. Ed. Training & Youth
Certified General Accounts Assoc. of Mb.
New Directors For Children, Youth and Family
Centre For Aboriginal Human Res. Develop. Inc.
PCL Constructors Canada Inc.
Great West Life
Palliser Furniture
Loewen Windows
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Wpg. Region Volunteer Management Group
CMA Canada-Manitoba Partner
Winnsery Inc.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

The Fairmont Hotel
Reimer Express Lines
Shaw Cable
The North West Company
Winnipeg Regional Health Authority
Manitoba Child Day Care
Manitoba Workinfonet
Red River Equipment Inc.
Misericordia Health Centre
McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Ltd.
Nygard
Display Fixtures
M.PI.C.
Canadian Forces
Wardrop Engineering Ltd.
prismbrandz
Saville & Holdsworth for NAV Canada
Ipsos - Reid
Investors Group Financial Services Inc.

